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1 Introduction
In string theory, it is notoriously difficult to construct solutions with positive cosmological
constant. Such solutions may be useful for describing the epoch of inflation, as well as the
observed acceleration of the present-day universe. In this note we consider supergravity
compactifications on twisted tori, and discuss obstacles to obtaining de Sitter vacua in
such compactifications. Twisted tori have been proposed as useful backgrounds for brane
inflation [1], and we explore the possible inflaton potentials one can obtain on them.
The conceptually simplest models of inflation involve a single inflaton field ϕ with a
shallow power-law potential V (ϕ) ∼ ϕs (see [2] for a review of inflation). The inflaton
is given a large initial expectation value and it rolls slowly down the potential, leading
to inflation. When the inflaton approaches the bottom of the potential, inflation ends
and reheating occurs. In these models, one can show that the initial expectation value
must be larger than the Planck scale, in order to generate enough e-foldings to explain
cosmological observations. For this reason these models are called ‘large-field models’.
They are interesting in part due to the Lyth bound [3], which states that a significant
tensor-to-scalar ratio requires super-Planckian inflaton values (see [4] for a suggestion on
evading the Lyth bound).
Unfortunately, a model that involves super-Planckian field values cannot be completely
described within the confines of quantum field theory. If we assume that field theory breaks
down at or below the Planck scale, then the best we can hope for is to write down an
effective field theory with a cutoff at the Planck scale. Such a theory must include an
infinite number of Planck-suppressed operators of the form ϕk+4/Mkpl, all of which become
important when taking 〈ϕ〉 > Mpl. Within this framework, simple power-law models
therefore require the fine-tuning of an infinite number of couplings. One may address this
problem by invoking an approximate shift symmetry of the inflaton, a symmetry that is
weakly broken by the inflaton’s potential. Still, one must verify the presence of such a
symmetry in a UV completion of gravity.
Notice that this problem is far worse than the more common ‘eta problem’ of slow-
roll inflation. There, Planck-suppressed contributions to the inflaton mass of the form
O4ϕ2/M2pl can lead to a violation of the slow-roll conditions, which are necessary for main-
taining the exponential growth of the universe during inflation. In this context, a fine-
tuning of a more manageable number of parameters may be required to produce inflation.
When working within a UV-complete framework such as string theory, there is at least
a chance of achieving a complete realization of power-law inflation, in which all corrections
to the inflaton potential are under control. This approach comes with its own set of
problems. In a string theory realization, the inflaton is usually the low-energy description
of a string theory object that lives on the internal manifold. The fact that this manifold
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is compact often makes it difficult to extend the inflaton field range beyond the Planck
scale. For example, in brane-anti-brane models [5–7], the inflaton is the distance between a
brane and an anti-brane that live on the compact manifold. The field range is then directly
limited by the size of the manifold.
In [1], Silverstein and Westphal suggested a way of using monodromy to extend the
field range and solve the eta problem (see also [8]). To illustrate the idea, let us take
the internal manifold to be a twisted torus, namely a fibration of a 2-torus over a circle
(the remaining orthogonal directions on the manifold will not be important for us). Let z
denote the coordinate along the circle, and let x, y denote the canonical coordinates of the
2-torus, with periodicity 1. The twisted torus is defined by the identification
(z, x, y) ∼= (z − 1, x+ y, y) . (1.1)
In other words, when making a rotation around the circle, the fibre is transformed by the
monodromy T =
(
1 1
0 1
)
of SL(2,Z).
Now, consider a space-filling D4-brane (the ‘inflaton brane’) that is localized on the
z-circle, and that wraps the y-cycle of the fibre. When the brane makes a rotation around
the z direction, the cycle it wraps undergoes a T transformation, causing it to wind further
around the x-cycle. Due to the monodromy, the field ϕ that represents the position of the
brane on the circle is no longer compact. One can show that the monodromy, which causes
the brane to stretch, leads to an effective potential V (ϕ) ∼ ϕ2/3 for this field.
In [1] the inflaton brane was treated as a probe, and the moduli1 of the twisted torus
background were stabilized as in [9], by introducing orientifold planes, fluxes, discrete Wil-
son lines, and Kaluza-Klein monopoles. The background was shown to have low curvature
and small coupling, and therefore both stringy and quantum corrections were under control.
This was achieved without invoking supersymmetry.
This construction has another interesting aspect, in that the background of [9] is by
itself a proposed supergravity solution with positive cosmological constant; for additional
results regarding inflation and de Sitter vacua in Type IIA supergravity, see [10–20]. Such
solutions are much more difficult to obtain in string theory than those with negative cos-
mological constant. It is easy to see part of the difficulty already in the supergravity limit.
As we review below, in the smeared approximation the effective 4D potential of the moduli
takes the form
U = ag2 + bg3 + cg4 , (1.2)
where g ∼ eφ, φ is the dilaton, and a, b, c are functions of the remaining moduli, which
we assume to be stabilized. When c is positive, any minimum with negative a is an
anti-de Sitter vacuum. The Freund-Rubin solution [21] is of this type: it plays the g2
contribution from the sphere’s positive curvature off the g4 contribution of a Ramond-
Ramond flux through the sphere. Constructing a de Sitter solution is more complicated,
because it requires a delicate balance between a, b, and c to form a metastable solution
with positive U .
1By ‘moduli’ we shall mean both pseudo-moduli, whose effective potential is not flat, and actual moduli.
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In this note we generalize the work of Silverstein and Westphal to internal manifolds
that are 5-torus fibrations of S1, with general SL(5,Z) monodromies. After introducing
twisted tori in section 2, we discuss brane inflation on these models in section 3, ignoring for
the moment the issue of moduli stabilization. We classify the possible low-energy potentials
V (ϕ) that one can obtain by wrapping space-filling D-branes around fibre cycles, where ϕ
is the brane position along the (cover of) S1. We find that the possibilities for asymptotic
behavior at large ϕ are
V (ϕ) ∼ ϕ2/3, ϕ, ϕ6/5, ϕ4/3, ϕ10/7, ϕ3/2, ϕ2 . (1.3)
Most of these potentials are obtained by generalizing the T ∈ SL(2,Z) transformation to
larger Jordan blocks in SL(5,Z) transformations.
We then address the problem of moduli stabilization in twisted torus models, within
the context of Type IIA supergravity, which we review in section 4. Twisted torus com-
pactifications have been previously considered in [22–38].
In section 5 we discuss vacua with parametrically small cosmological constant in twisted
torus compactifications. As was shown in [9, 39], stabilizing the potential (1.2) when the
cosmological constant is parametrically small is equivalent to minimizing the determinant
∆ = 4ac/b2. We show that the determinants in twisted torus compactifications of massive
Type IIA have a runaway direction when all the orientifolds and D-branes wrap the base
circle. This rules out vacua with parametrically small cosmological constants in such mod-
els. The instability can also appear when the compactification manifold is a product of two
twisted tori; in particular, the model that was suggested in [9] suffers from this instability.
We will work in the approximation where all localized sources are smeared across the
internal manifold, and for a given solution it is important to check whether this approx-
imation is valid. In [40] it was shown that the smeared approximation can break down
when the internal manifold has negative curvature, and this includes twisted tori. In some
cases, however, it is enough to turn on weak warping to evade this no-go result, and then
the smeared approximation is valid [41]. See also [42] for a discussion of this issue in the
context of T-duality.
Twisted tori generally include torsion cycles, which are cycles of finite rank in the
homology. Wilson lines around such cycles are discretized. In section 6 we discuss the role
of discrete Wilson lines in moduli stabilization of supergravity models. The supergravity
field strengths include Chern-Simons-like terms that are affected by Wilson-line degrees
of freedom. For example, in massive Type IIA supergravity the RR field strengths are
given by
F˜2 = dC1 +m0B2 , F˜4 = dC3 − C1 ∧H3 − m0
2
B2 ∧B2 . (1.4)
The potential energies |F˜ |2 are therefore sensitive, in general, to values of C1 Wilson
lines and B2 ‘Wilson surfaces’ (integrals of B2 over 2-cycles). One may then expect that
discrete Wilson lines, which are Wilson lines placed on torsion cycles, can be used for
moduli stabilization in a way similar to fluxes.
We show that the effect of discrete Wilson lines on the field strengths is restricted by
gauge invariance. Discrete B2 Wilson surfaces cannot contribute to F˜2, and there can be
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no terms in the field strengths that involve both discrete Wilson lines and background field
fluctuations. The only allowed contributions are discrete, and may arise from the terms
C1 ∧ H3 and m0B2 ∧ B2. They are allowed only when these terms are globally defined
forms. The contributions of discrete Wilson lines are therefore similar to those of ordinary
F˜4 fluxes. An analysis of the gauge transformations suggests that these contributions may
shift the F˜4 fluxes by non-integer values. In particular, in the class of manifolds we are
interested in, the analysis suggests that a discrete C1 Wilson line of rank N can shift the
flux by (see section 4 for our conventions)
√
2
∫
F˜4 ∈ (2π)
3
N
Z . (1.5)
And, when B2 is a sum of two discrete Wilson surfaces of ranks N , M , the contribution to
the flux is in
√
2
∫
F˜4 ∈ (2π)
3
gcd(N,M)
Z . (1.6)
These results follow from an analysis of the supergravity gauge transformations on twisted
tori. p-form gauge theories include higher-order gauge transformations; these are gauge
transformations of the gauge parameters. A complete analysis, which is beyond the scope
of this work, must include also these transformations; it may reveal additional obstructions,
and may modify the results for the non-integer shifts. Nevertheless, these results do affect
some of the discrete Wilson line contributions that were used in [9] for stabilization. In
particular, the contributions arising from the |F˜2|2 term in the potential are ruled out.
Despite the above obstacles to the construction of de Sitter vacua in twisted torus mod-
els, we have searched for such vacua in a class of models involving different monodromies
and including orientifold planes, fluxes, and Kaluza-Klein monopoles, in the context of
Type IIA supergravity. We have not yet been able to find such solutions. In section 7 we
present a detailed example of one class of potentials involving orientifold 6-planes.
Additional details are included in several appendices. Appendix A complements sec-
tion 2 and includes details on the geometry of twisted tori. Appendix B is a review of
massive Type IIA supergravity, including its democratic formulation. Appendix C includes
various derivations and examples of discrete Wilson lines on twisted tori, complementing
section 6.
2 Twisted torus geometry
A twisted (n + 1)-torus is a manifold M, with coordinates z, ξa, a = 1, . . . , n, and with
the identifications
ξa ∼= ξa + 1 , (z, ξa) ∼= (z − 1,Mab ξb) , M ∈ SL(n,Z) . (2.1)
One can think of this manifold as a fibration of an n-torus over a circle, where z is the
coordinate along the circle. The first identification creates the n-torus fibre at each z value.
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The second identification states that when we make a roundtrip around the circle, the n-
torus is glued back to itself under a mapping class group transformation M ; we call M the
monodromy. See [36] for a discussion of the geometry of these manifolds.
Let us assume there is a real matrix X such that M = eX . This will be true for
all the cases we will be interested in.2 With this assumption we can write down a set of
independent real 1-forms {θA},3
θz = dz , θa = γ(z)abdξ
b , γ(z) = ezX . (2.2)
These forms are globally defined and nowhere-vanishing, so they form a global frame on
M. They obey a Cartan structure equation
dθA +
1
2
f ABC θ
B ∧ θC = 0 , (2.3)
where the non-vanishing components of f are f abz = −f azb = Xab. This gives M a local
group manifold structure, and globally M is a coset space.
The global frame defines a metric on M. For purposes of moduli stabilization we will
allow diagonal components on this metric to vary, but will keep off-diagonal components
at zero. We therefore take the metric to be
g(6) = L
2
z(θ
z)2 +
n∑
a=1
L2a(θ
a)2 = L2zdz
2 + d~ξTγ(z)TL2γ(z)d~ξ , (2.4)
where LA measure cycle lengths, and L = diag(L1, . . . , Ln). The volume is
V =
∫ 1
0
dzdnξ
√
g(6) = LzL1 · · ·Ln . (2.5)
For reasons that will become clear in the next section, in what follows we will assume that
X is strictly upper-triangular, with zeros on the diagonal. In this case the curvature, which
is constant and negative, is
R = − 1
2L2z
∑
a<b
(
La
Lb
Xab
)2
. (2.6)
These are the basic properties we will need in order to proceed. Other geometric
properties are derived in appendix A.
3 Brane inflation
In this section we consider a space-filling D-brane in a background of R1,3 ×M, where M
is a twisted 6-torus. The brane is localized in the z direction, and wraps a p-cycle on the
internal manifold.
2See [43] for a precise criterion.
3We use upper-case roman letters to denote the full set of coordinates on M, and lower-case roman
letters for the fibre coordinates. Greek letters denote spacetime indices.
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Silverstein and Westphal [1] considered a similar setup, based on a twisted 3-torus.
They showed that the position of the brane along the z direction can act, at low energies, as
a scalar field with a shallow power-law potential. The brane gets twisted as it moves around
the z direction and this extends the inflaton target space, even though the z direction itself
is compact. As long as all the moduli are stabilized, and the backreaction of the inflaton
brane is small, this gives an implementation of large-field inflation in which all corrections
are under control.4
In this section we generalize the construction of [1] and compute the possible power-
law potentials one can get when using different monodromies and D-branes. We will be
interested only in the scaling properties of the potential at large field values, so for simplicity
let us set Lz = Li = 1 until the end of the section.
To begin with, consider a D4-brane that fills spacetime, is initially localized at z = 0,
and that wraps a 1-cycle σ = σadξ
a of the 5-torus fibre. Let xµ denote the spacetime
coordinates, and let ζ ∈ [0, 1) denote the coordinate along the σ cycle. The brane’s
embedding on the T 5 is given by ξa(ζ) = σaζ, σa ∈ Z.
Suppose we push the brane uniformly in the z direction, along the base circle. Its
motion will not be periodic in general, because with each rotation the cycle that it wraps
will be altered by the monodromy. It is convenient to lift the brane to R1,3 ×R× T 5 with
the metric (2.4), where z is now the coordinate along the R factor. Denote the brane’s
position along the lifted z direction by ϕ˜(x); this will be the inflaton field, though with
this definition it will have a non-canonical kinetic term. As the brane moves along the z
direction the metric (2.4) will cause it to stretch, leading to an effective potential for the
low-energy inflaton.
The induced metric on the brane is
gind. = (ηµν + ∂µϕ˜∂νϕ˜) dx
µdxν +
(
σT eϕ˜X
T
eϕ˜Xσ
)
dζ2 , (3.1)
where η is the Minkowski metric, and σ is a vector with components σa. To obtain the
effective potential for the field ϕ˜(x), we write down the DBI action for the brane and make
a derivative expansion in ∂µϕ˜. Here we are assuming the brane moves slowly and with
small gradients, which is consistent with the slow-roll conditions of large-field inflation.
SD4 = −τ4
∫
d4x dζ
√
− det gind. = −τ4
∫
d4x
[
V˜ (ϕ˜) +
1
2
V˜ (ϕ˜)∂µϕ˜∂
µϕ˜+O(∂4)
]
, (3.2)
where V˜ (ϕ˜) =
∣∣eϕ˜Xσ∣∣.
Next, make a field redefinition ϕ = ϕ(ϕ˜) and demand that ϕ have a canonical kinetic
term, so that the action becomes
−τ4
∫
d4x
[
1
2
∂µϕ∂
µϕ+ V (ϕ) +O(∂4)
]
. (3.3)
It is easy to see that the field ϕ and the canonical potential V are given by
ϕ(ϕ˜) =
∫ ϕ˜
dϕ˜′ V˜ 1/2(ϕ˜′) , V (ϕ) = V˜ (ϕ˜(ϕ)) . (3.4)
4In some cases the backreaction from the inflaton’s coupling to heavy fields can, in fact, help flatten the
inflaton’s potential [44].
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Let us see which kinds of non-trivial inflaton potentials V (ϕ) one can get for different
choices of monodromy eX and brane cycle σ. Here we are only interested in the scaling
behavior of the potential at large ϕ, and therefore at large ϕ˜. If σ is an eigenvector of
eX with eigenvalue λ 6= 1, then the non-canonical potential will scale as V˜ (ϕ˜) ∼ |λϕ˜σ|,
the canonical inflaton will be ϕ ∼ |λ|ϕ˜/2, and the resulting canonical potential will go as
V (ϕ) ∼ ϕ2 at large ϕ.
To obtain additional potentials, suppose the monodromy eX is upper-triangular with
ones on the diagonal, and general entries above it. Raising it to the power ϕ˜, it will
generically scale as
eϕ˜X ∼


1 ϕ˜ ϕ˜2 ϕ˜3 ϕ˜4
1 ϕ˜ ϕ˜2 ϕ˜3
1 ϕ˜ ϕ˜2
1 ϕ˜
1

 . (3.5)
Different choices of the cycle σ will then lead to V˜ scaling as ϕ˜s for s = 1, 2, 3, 4. The
canonical potentials (3.4) in these cases go as
V (ϕ) ∼ ϕ 2ss+2 (3.6)
at large ϕ. Specifically, we can get potentials that go as ϕ2/3, ϕ, ϕ6/5, ϕ4/3.
More generally, we can let eX be block-diagonal, and have one of the blocks take this
upper-triangular form. The potentials we can get will then be limited by the size of the
block. For example, the potential ϕ2/3 (which was already obtained in [1]) corresponds to
a 2× 2 upper-triangular block in the monodromy matrix.
Two more potentials can be obtained by using a D5-brane that wraps a 2-cycle on the
torus. If this 2-cycle factorizes as (σ
(1)
a dξa)∧ (σ(2)b dξb), we can denote it as σ2 = (σ(1) σ(2))
where σ(i) are column vectors. In this case the brane action takes the form (3.2) but
now with V˜ (ϕ˜) =
√
det(σT2 e
ϕ˜XT eϕ˜Xσ2). By taking the monodromy e
X to be a single
upper-triangular block, we can obtain additional V˜ ∼ ϕ˜s potentials with powers
s = 5 : σT2 = (
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 ) , (3.7)
s = 6 : σT2 = (
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1 ) . (3.8)
One can show that there are no additional power-law potentials that can be obtained
using D4- or D5-branes, for any monodromy that can be written as eX with real X [45]. We
will not go into the details here, but only sketch the argument. One starts by considering the
Jordan form of a general monodromy, and expanding the brane’s 1- or 2-cycle in its Jordan
basis. Power-law behavior of V˜ (ϕ˜) corresponds to having non-trivial Jordan blocks with
eigenvalue 1; exponential behavior (which is equivalent to a quadratic canonical potential)
can come from eigenvalues whose absolute value is not 1. A direct calculation then shows
that power-law behavior of V˜ is always polynomial with maximal degree 6. We already
obtained all such exponents explicitly.
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D6- and D7-branes do not yield any new potentials. To see this, T-dualize along the
T 5 directions. Because the background B field vanishes, and the metric has no off-diagonal
modes relating the T 5 and the other directions, the result is another T 5 with an inverse
metric and with no background B field.5 Inverting the T 5 part of the metric (2.4) is
equivalent to changing the monodromy by X 7→ −XT . As for the branes, this T-duality
maps D6- and D7-branes to D5- and D4-branes respectively. These T-dual cases were all
analyzed above.
Let us summarize what we found so far. The inflaton potentials with asymptotic
power-law behavior that one can construct by placing D-branes on twisted tori, are given
by V (ϕ) ∼ ϕ2s/(s+2) where s = 1, 2, . . . , 6. All except for the quadratic potential can be
constructed by taking the monodromy to be upper-triangular, with ones on the diagonal.
In what follows, we will consider string theory on twisted tori with such monodromies,
in the supergravity limit. The idea is to first stabilize all moduli in these backgrounds and
obtain a solution with a small cosmological constant. If we manage to do this, we can then
try to achieve inflation by introducing the inflaton brane in the probe approximation.
4 Massive Type IIA supergravity
In this section we summarize basic properties of massive Type IIA supergravity [47], fol-
lowing [48]. For a more detailed review, see appendix B.
The theory includes a metric G(10), a dilaton φ, and p-form gauge fields B2, C1, and
C3. We consider only the bosonic part of the action, which can be written as
S = Skinetic + SCS . (4.1)
In string frame, the kinetic piece is
Skinetic =
1
2κ210
∫
d10x
√
−G(10)
[
e−2φ
(
R(10) + 4(∂µφ)
2 − 1
2
|H3|2
)
− |F˜2|2− |F˜4|2−m20
]
,
(4.2)
where the gauge-invariant field strengths are
H3 = dB2 , (4.3)
F˜2 = dC1 +m0B2 , (4.4)
F˜4 = dC3 − C1 ∧H3 − m0
2
B2 ∧B2 , (4.5)
and
2κ210 = (2π)
7α′4 , |Fp|2 = 1
p!
Fµ1...µpF
µ1...µp . (4.6)
5The T-duality transformation O ∈ O(5, 5) acts on the sum of the vector and 1-form spaces of the
T 5, or equivalently on momenta and winding numbers. Since the duality exchanges them in pairs, the
relevant transformation is O =
(
0 1
1 0
)
. It acts on the generalized metric H =
(
g −Bg−1B Bg−1
−g−1B g−1
)
as
H 7→ OTHO [46], and we get g 7→ g−1.
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The fields B2, C1, C3 include both fluctuations and backgrounds that give rise to discrete
fluxes. The Chern-Simons piece SCS is written down in appendix B. It will not be important
for us, because we will focus on the effective potential of the dilaton and the diagonal
metric modes.
Let us take the 10D manifold to be a product R3,1×M. The metric in string frame is
written as G(10) = G(4) + g(6), with G
(4) the spacetime metric and g(6) the metric on M.
We assume there is no warping, so the 10D curvature is given by R(10) = R(4) +R, where
R(4) is the spacetime curvature and R is the curvature of the internal manifold. We will
further assume that the dilaton is constant on the internal manifold.
In the presence of D-branes, the action receives the additional contributions
SDp = −µp
∫
dp+1ζe−φ
√−g(p) +√2µp
∫
Cp+1 + · · · , (4.7)
where the integrals are over the brane’s worldvolume. For orientifold planes the action is
the same except that we replace µp by the orientifold charge µ˜p. The additional terms
in (4.7), which will not be important for us, involve both the bulk and brane gauge fields
and are necessary for maintaining gauge invariance and invariance under dualities [49]. The
D-brane/O-plane charges (and tensions) are
µp = (2π)
−p(α′)−
p+1
2 , (4.8)
µ˜p = −2p−5µp . (4.9)
We can turn on fluxes for H3, F˜2, and F˜4, subject to the quantization conditions∫
H3 = 2κ
2
10µ5h3 = (2π)
2α′h3 , h3 ∈ Z ,
√
2
∫
F˜p = 2κ
2
10µ8−pfp = (2π)
p−1(α′)
p−1
2 fp , fp ∈ Z . (4.10)
The total magnetic charge of the various sources must cancel on a compact manifold.
The resulting conditions are called the tadpole cancellation conditions, and are derived in
section B.3.
From now on we will work in string units, setting α′ = 1.
4.1 Effective low-energy potential
Let us write down the effective 4D potential of supergravity in Einstein frame, where the
action includes a canonical Einstein-Hilbert term. Instead of working directly with the
dilaton, we will use the field
g =
eφ√
V
, (4.11)
where V is the volume of the internal manifold. To go to Einstein frame, make a
field redefinition
G(4)µν = g
2G(4)Eµν . (4.12)
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Since we are only interested in the potential, we will assume that the fields are all constant
in spacetime. The relevant term in the 10D action is then
1
2κ210
∫
d10x
√
−G(10)e−2φR(4) = 1
2κ210
∫
d4x
√
−G(4)ER(4)E , (4.13)
where R(4)E is the Ricci scalar of G(4)E . The 4D Planck scale Mpl is Mpl = (8πG)
−1/2 =
κ−110 . Note that there is no controllable separation of scales between the 4D Planck scale
and the string scale. This is because we chose to rescale the metric by the full g field, and
not just by its fluctuations around the background value. In this way we do not need to
consider the stabilized value of g (which may not exist).6
Our next step is to define the 4D effective potential by dimensionally reducing on the
internal manifold. For a twisted torus background, the natural way to reduce is using the
Scherk-Schwarz procedure [22, 25]. This reduction is consistent when the group manifold
is unimodular [50], namely when the structure constants that define the twisted torus obey
f BAB = 0; this is indeed the case for the manifolds we are considering.
In Scherk-Schwarz reductions the lowest ‘KK modes’ depend on the internal coordi-
nates, but only through the global frame (2.2). For example, the B2 field is reduced as
Bµν(x)dx
µ ∧ dxν +BµA(x)dxµ ∧ θA +BAB(x)θA ∧ θB . (4.14)
In 4D, Bµν is a 2-form gauge field, BµA are gauge bosons, and BAB are scalars, or moduli.
7
In this work we will focus on the lowest KK modes of the moduli, setting the 4D gauge fields
to zero. By using this prescription along with the background metric (2.4), the integral
over the internal 6-manifold in the action becomes as trivial to compute as it is in the case
of ordinary KK reductions. For example, consider the |H3|2 term in (4.2). Writing in in
terms of global frame coordinates shows that it is constant on the internal manifold, and
we have
− 1
4κ210
∫
d10x
√
−G(10)e−2φ|H3|2 = − 1
4κ210
∫
d4x
√
−G(4)Eg4e−2φHABCHABCV
= − 1
4κ210
∫
d4x
√
−G(4)Eg2|H3|2 . (4.15)
Here we have ignored contributions from the Bµν field for simplicity.
Now, define the 4D effective potential U by8
S =
1
2κ210
∫
d4x
√
−G(4)E(−U) . (4.16)
6This is enough for our purposes, though it does mean that the 4D Planck scale we defined will not be
the physical one in a particular solution. In order to get quantitative results for a given vacuum, one would
therefore have to perform an additional field redefinition.
7Here we have set to zero the ‘KK gauge bosons’ AAµ that arise from the metric. To include them, shift
θA by −AA.
8This differs by a factor of 2 from [48].
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The pure supergravity (or ‘bulk’) part of the effective potential, coming from the ac-
tion (4.2), is given by
Ubulk = −g2R+ 1
2
g2|H3|2 + g4V
(
|F˜2|2 + |F˜4|2 +m20
)
. (4.17)
The contribution of a space-filling D-brane or orientifold plane is
UDp = −2κ210µpg3
VDp√
V
= (2π)7−pg3
VDp√
V
, (4.18)
UOp = −2κ210µ˜pg3
VOp√
V
= −4π7−pg3VOp√
V
. (4.19)
In this work we will also consider spacetime-filling Kaluza-Klein (KK) 5-branes [51].
These are metric objects that are charged under an isometry direction, called the Taub-
NUT cycle or charge cycle. Their effective action is given by
SKK5 = −
∫
d6ζ τKK5
√−Gp.b. . (4.20)
The tension is τKK5 = g
−2
s L
2
KK5/2κ
2
10, where LKK5 is the length of the Taub-NUT cy-
cle. [52].9 The contribution of such a brane to the effective potential is
UKK5 =
L2KK5VKK5
V
g2 , (4.21)
where VKK5 is the volume of the internal volume-minimizing 2-cycle that the brane wraps.
These are all the ingredients we will need in what follows.
5 No-go result for moduli stabilization
In this section we derive a no-go result for moduli stabilization of massive Type IIA su-
pergravity on twisted tori, of the type presented in section 2.10 We show that on such
manifolds one cannot obtain a Minkowski solution, or a solution with parametrically small
cosmological constant. We begin by reviewing the discussion of [9] regarding the effec-
tive potential.
The general form of the effective potential (4.16) is
U(g, µ) = a(µ)g2 + b(µ)g3 + c(µ)g4 , (5.1)
where g was defined in (4.11) and µ stands for the remaining moduli (such as the volume
V ). For now let us fix the moduli µ to some values µ = µ0 and consider the dependence
on g alone, setting U(g) = U(g, µ0).
In order to have a minimum with positive U , both a and cmust be positive, while bmust
be negative. c is always positive in the presence of RR flux, and when the compactification
9One can derive this from the tension of a D6 brane: a KK5 monopole is lifted in M-theory to a KK6
monopole, and dimensionally reducing on the KK6 charge cycle gives a D6 brane.
10In particular, we assume that the monodromy M is upper-triangular, with ones on the diagonal.
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manifold is a twisted torus, which has negative curvature, a is also positive. b can be made
negative by including orientifold planes.
Define the determinant
∆ ≡ 4ac
b2
. (5.2)
The condition for a minimum at g0 > 0 to exist is ∆(µ0) <
9
8 . The sign of the potential at
the minimum is determined by
U(g0) ≥ 0 ⇐⇒ ∆(µ0) ≥ 1 . (5.3)
Therefore, to have a vacuum with non-negative cosmological constant, we must have
1 ≤ ∆(µ0) < 9
8
. (5.4)
A Minkowski vacuum exists when ∆(µ0) = 1.
It can be difficult in practice to stabilize the moduli such that ∆(µ) has a value within
this range. In [9, 39] it was shown that the situation is simplified when considering vacua
with parametrically small and positive cosmological constant. In this case finding a vacuum
is equivalent to finding a minimum of the determinant ∆. In the next section we present
a derivation of this result. Minimizing the determinant can be easier than minimizing the
potential, in particular because the determinant may have a global minimum while for the
potential we are only considering local minima.
5.1 Supergravity vacua with small cosmological constant
Let us show that finding a vacuum of the potential (5.1) with a positive and tunably small
cosmological constant is equivalent to finding a nearby minimum of the determinant (5.2).
First, notice that the potential can be written as
U = ag2
(
1 +
bg
2a
)2
+ (∆− 1)b
2g4
4a
. (5.5)
If ∆(µ) has a minimum at which ∆ = 1, then there is a Minkowski vacuum at g = −2a/b.
At this point all fields will be stabilized, because U grows quadratically in all directions
in field space. Furthermore, if ∆(µ) has a minimum at a value that is larger than but
sufficiently close to 1, then we expect there to be a nearby de Sitter vacuum with small
cosmological constant.
Let us assume that a Minkowski vacuum exists at µ = µ0. At the vacuum the dilaton
is given by g = − 2ab
∣∣
µ0
, and ∆(µ0) = 1. Choose one modulous L of µ, which takes the
value L0 at the vacuum. Let g depend on L as
g(L) = − 2a
b
∣∣∣∣
L,µˆ0
, (5.6)
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where µˆ stands for all the µ moduli except for L. This defines a line through the pseudo-
moduli space, that passes through the vacuum solution when L = L0. The potential along
this line is U(L) = U(g(L), L, µˆ0), and it obeys
dU
dL
∣∣∣∣
L=L0
= 0 ,
d2U
dL2
∣∣∣∣
L=L0
> 0 . (5.7)
Using (5.5) this potential can be written as U(L) = (∆ − 1)4a3
b2
. Using (5.7) and the fact
that ∆(µ0) = 1, we find that
dU
dL
∣∣∣∣
L=L0
=
d∆
dL
4a3
b2
∣∣∣∣
L=L0
=⇒ d∆
dL
∣∣∣∣
L=L0
= 0 . (5.8)
Differentiating again, we get
d2∆
dL2
∣∣∣∣
L=L0
> 0 . (5.9)
Since L is an arbitrary modulous in µ, this shows that ∆ has a minimum at µ0.
Next, consider a vacuum with a small cosmological constant, which can be either
positive or negative. At this vacuum the moduli take the values µ = µ′0. In a Minkowski
vacuum we would have ∆ = 1, and here we assume that ∆(µ′0) is parametrically close to
1. Equivalently, if we define ∆(µ) = 1 + δ(µ), then δ0 ≡ δ(µ′0) is parametrically small.
We further assume that, in the limit δ0 → 0, there is a Minkowski vacuum where all the
moduli are at finite expectation values, and all have positive masses.
We now show that ∆ is stabilized for sufficiently small δ0. Let g depend on the other
moduli as
g(µ) = −3 +
√
1− 8δ0
4(1 + δ0)
2a
b
∣∣∣∣
µ
= (−1 + 2δ0 + o(δ30))
2a
b
∣∣∣∣
µ
. (5.10)
It is easy to check that g(µ′0) is the vacuum value of g. Let us again choose an arbitrary
modulous L, stabilized now at L′0, and consider the line g(L), setting all the other moduli
besides L to their values in µ′0. For values of L that are sufficiently close to L
′
0, δ(L) will
be close to δ0. The potential (5.5) can then be written as
U(L) = δ
4a3
b2
+ o(δ20) . (5.11)
Using the relations (5.7) for the stability of U(L) at L′0 we find from the first derivative that
dδ
dL
∣∣∣∣
L=L′0
= o(δ0) , (5.12)
and the second second derivative gives
0 <
d2U
dL2
∣∣∣∣
L=L′0
=
d2δ
dL2
4a3
b2
∣∣∣∣
L=L′0
+ o(δ0) . (5.13)
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By assumption, the curvature of the potential is not suppressed in the limit δ0 → 0, and
the coefficients a, b, and c go to finite values. Therefore d2δ/dL2 is not suppressed in this
limit, while dδ/dL is. This implies that, for sufficiently small δ0, there is a minimum of δ
(and therefore of ∆) close to µ′0.
A similar argument shows the converse. Given a minimum of the determinant with
parametrically small δ (and finite curvature), the first derivative of U is suppressed in the
limit while the second is not, and therefore there is a nearby minimum of the potential.
5.2 A no-go result for twisted tori
As we now show, in a large class of models where the internal manifold is a twisted torus,
the determinant ∆ cannot in fact be stabilized. This is because the length Lz of the base
circle is a runaway direction of ∆. Therefore, in such models there are no vacua with
parametrically small (or vanishing) cosmological constant.
Let us write down the contributions of each object to the coefficients of the poten-
tial (5.1). a(µ) receives contributions from NS-sector objects, such as the curvature and
the H3 flux; D-branes and orientifold planes contribute to b(µ); and c(µ) contributions
come from RR field strengths. Based on the pieces (4.17), (4.18), (4.19), (4.21), and on
contributions from NS5-branes, we can write schematically
a(µ) = −R+ |H3|2 + L2KK5
VKK5
V
+
VNS5
V
,
b(µ) = −VOp√
V
+
VDp√
V
,
c(µ) = V
(
|F˜2|2 + |F˜4|2 +m20
)
. (5.14)
The models we are considering can include general H3 and RR fluxes (including m0
flux), D-branes, NS5 branes, and KK5 monopoles. The metric on the twisted torus is of
the form (2.4). We restrict orientifold planes to those that wrap the dz cycle, in order
not to spoil the motion of the inflaton brane as it rolls around the torus, and we do not
consider warping.
Let us focus on the moduli g and Lz while keeping fixed La, the off-diagonal metric
moduli, and the remaining non-metric moduli, and let us consider the dependence of the
coefficients a, b, c (5.14) on Lz. Starting with the contributions to a, the curvature (2.6)
and volume (2.5) scale as R ∼ L−2z and V ∼ Lz. The flux contribution |H3|2 can scale as
gzz = L−2z or as L
0
z, depending on whether the H3 flux includes a dz factor or not.
As for the volume of an NS5 brane, we must take into account the fact that such a
brane wraps a volume-minimizing submanifold in its homology class. If the brane wraps a
cycle on the fibre, then its volume is independent of Lz. If it wraps the base circle (times
an orthogonal cycle) then its volume is proportional to Lz. More generally, the brane may
wrap a ‘diagonal’ direction such as dz + θ5. On general grounds we expect the volume to
grow at most linearly with Lz, namely we expect to have VNS5 = Lzv(Lz), where v
′ ≤ 0.11
11For example, consider a 1-brane that wraps a diagonal cycle in the class that corresponds to dz+θ5. We
would like to find the embedding z(t), ξ(t) that minimizes its length, given the conditions z(0) = ξ5(0) = 0,
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Finally, for a KK5-monopole the length LKK5 of its charge cycle is independent of Lz,
because ∂z is not an isometry. Its contribution therefore takes the same form as that of an
NS5-brane. We find that
a(Lz) = a0 +
a1
Lz
+ a2v˜(Lz) +
a3
L2z
, (5.16)
where v˜(Lz) includes the contributions from both NS5 and KK5 branes, and obeys v˜
′ ≤ 0.
Notice that a0, a1, a2 ≥ 0, and a3 > 0 (all contributions to a3 are non-negative, and the
curvature contribution is positive).
Next, b can be written as
b(Lz) = −b0L1/2z , (5.17)
because both O-planes and D-branes wrap dz by assumption. Since a is positive, b must
be negative in order to have a minimum of the potential at finite g. Therefore b0 > 0.
Finally, using similar arguments c is given by
c(Lz) = c0Lz +
c1
Lz
, (5.18)
with c0, c1 ≥ 0. It is now easy to verify that the determinant ∆(Lz) = 4ac/b2 is a
monotonously decreasing function of Lz, and therefore cannot be stabilized. This com-
pletes the argument.
One may be able to evade the no-go result, for example by including D-branes or
orientifold planes that do not wrap dz. They will contribute a term b1L
−1/2
z to b, and this
can help stabilize ∆ at large Lz. In the context of inflation, one needs to make sure that
these localized sources are sufficiently separated from the inflaton brane in order not to
ruin its power-law potential. Backreaction effects may also help stabilize the determinant,
for example by introducing a term with a positive power in ∆(Lz) (see [44] for a related
discussion of backreaction effects). There may also be vacua with small Lz, for which the
supergravity approximation is not valid, and such vacua may also evade the no-go.
Finally, let us consider the model suggested in [9], involving massive Type IIA on a
product M× M˜ of two twisted 3-tori with the same monodromy. This theory is orien-
tifolded by (z, ξ1, ξ2) ↔ (z˜, ξ˜1, ξ˜2), leading to O6-planes. It is straightforward to verify
explicitly that the no-go result applies to this model. Let us write the metric as
g(6) = L
2
z(dz
2 + dz˜2) + 2gzz˜dzdz˜ +
2∑
a=1
L2a (θ
a(z) + θa(z˜)) , (5.19)
z(1) = ξ5(1) = 1. Let us choose the worldsheet coordinate such that z(t) = t, and let us set the lengths
La = 1 for simplicity. The length of the brane is given by minimizing
ℓ(Lz) =
∫ n
0
dt
√
L2z + ξ˙aξ˙bgab =
∫ n
0
dt
√
L2z +
∣∣∣γ(z)ξ˙∣∣∣2 , (5.15)
where n ∈ Z counts the windings around the base circle. The length is minimized by first choosing ξ˙5 = 1,
and then choosing ξ˙1, . . . , ξ˙4 so as to cancel the remaining components of the vector γ(z)ξ˙. This leads to a
closed geodesic for certain values of n, which depend on the monodromy. The allowed values determine the
correct quantization of the cycle in the integer homology. The length is then simply n
√
L2z + 1. We expect
a similar conclusion for a brane wrapping a 2-cycle.
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where we have included the effect of the orientifold by setting gAB = gA˜B˜. One can check
that the modulous L+ =
√
2(L2z + gzz˜) is a runaway direction of the determinant.
6 Discrete Wilson lines and stabilization
In this section we aim to clarify the role of discrete Wilson lines in moduli stabilization of
supergravity theories. We will show that the supergravity gauge transformations lead to
obstructions when trying to turn on discrete Wilson lines.
The effective potential (4.17) of Type IIA supergravity includes Chern-Simons-like
terms in which the gauge fields C1 and B2 appear without derivatives (the latter appears
only when m0 6= 0). To put it another way, the effective potential depends both on the
‘field strengths’ dC1, dB2, and on the Wilson lines. The Chern-Simons terms are useful
in moduli stabilization, because they give masses to some of the Wilson line degrees of
freedom of C1 and B2. In this note we will only discuss the Chern-Simons-like terms in the
potential that come from field strengths; we will not consider those terms that come from
the Chern-Simons part of the supergravity action.
Discrete Wilson lines are related to torsion cycles; these are cycles that are not con-
tractible by themselves, but become contractible when a certain number of them are taken
together. Recall that the homology groups Hk(M;Z) of a closed manifold M can be
written as
Hk(M;Z) ∼= Z⊕ · · · ⊕ Z⊕ Tk , (6.1)
where Tk = ZN1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ZNi is the torsion subgroup. As we show in appendix A.2, twisted
tori generally admit torsion classes, whose ranks depend on the monodromy.
A Wilson line that is placed on a ZN cycle is discretized, and does not correspond to
a dynamical degree of freedom. To see this, suppose Σ is a ZN cycle, so that NΣ ∼= 0 in
homology. The Wilson line of a gauge field A on Σ obeys (schematically)
(
ei
∫
Σ A
)N
= ei
∫
NΣ A = 1 . (6.2)
The holonomy
∫
ΣA is therefore quantized in units of 2π/N .
It will be important in what follows that a discrete Wilson line never corresponds to
a globally defined form. Rather, it is always a flat connection on a non-trivial bundle,
and is given only locally by a closed form. Indeed, if A is a globally defined closed form,
then its integral on Σ vanishes due to Stokes’ theorem. Such forms always correspond to
continuous Wilson lines.
6.1 General manifolds
The presence of Chern-Simons terms in the action leads one to expect that discrete Wilson
lines can affect the field strengths and the effective potential. Therefore, as noted in [9],
discrete Wilson lines may play a role in moduli stabilization that is similar to that of fluxes.
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Let us first see which contributions we can expect on general grounds, without restrict-
ing to a specific manifold. Consider massive Type IIA supergravity on a closed, orientable
manifold. The field strengths
H3 = dB2 ,
F˜2 = dC1 +m0B2 ,
F˜4 = dC3 − C1 ∧H3 − m0
2
B2 ∧B2 , (6.3)
are gauge invariant, so they are given by globally defined forms on the manifold. This
property must be preserved if we turn on a non-global configuration of C1 or B2, such as a
discrete Wilson line or flux. This restriction leads immediately to the following conclusions.
If m0 6= 0, then a non-globally-well-defined contribution of B2 to F2 must be canceled
by a similar contribution from dC1. If B2 is a discrete Wilson line (namely if it is closed)
then this cancellation is possible, at least locally. Therefore, we expect that discrete Wilson
lines can never contribute to F˜2. Otherwise, if B2 generates flux, then its contribution
cannot be canceled. This leads to the tadpole cancellation condition m0
∫
H3 = 0.
Next, consider contributions to F˜4. If the term C1 ∧H3 is not globally defined then it
must be canceled by turning on C3. If C1 generates F˜2 flux then this cancellation is not
possible in general, and this leads to the tadpole cancellation condition
∫
F˜2∧H3 = 0. The
cancellation is possible (at least locally) if C1 is a discrete Wilson line. These considerations
do not completely rule out discrete C1 contributions to F˜4. Indeed, if C1 is a discrete Wilson
line, H3 is background flux, and C1 ∧H3 is globally defined (even though C1 is not), then
it may contribute to F˜4. Contributions of discrete B2 Wilson surfaces to F˜4 are similarly
restricted: they may be allowed only if m0B2 ∧B2 is globally defined.12
To summarize the discussion so far, we argued that discrete Wilson lines cannot make
any contributions to F˜2, and they might contribute to F˜4 only when C1∧H3 orm0B2∧B2 are
globally defined (whereH3 is quantized flux). We see that discrete Wilson line contributions
coincide with those of ordinary F˜4 fluxes, and it raises the question of whether there is any
difference between these two types of contributions. The analysis below will suggest that
these contributions can shift the integrals of F˜4 by non-integer values.
6.2 Twisted tori
In this section we write down the conditions for turning on discrete Wilson lines in Type
IIA supergravity on twisted tori. The details appear in appendix C. The analysis is at the
level of the gauge transformations, and does not take into account the higher-order gauge
transformations that are present in p-form gauge theories, namely the transformations of
the gauge parameter themselves. A complete analysis that takes these transformations into
account might reveal additional obstructions, and may modify the results we present here.
Consider IIA supergravity with m0 = 0 on a twisted torus with monodromy M , and
with a general background configuration Cbg1 , B
bg
2 , C
bg
3 for the gauge fields. If B
bg
2 is a
12Notice that we have completely ruled out terms in F˜4 that involve both a discrete Wilson line and a
fluctuation of the background fields, because such terms are not globally defined for a general fluctuation.
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globally defined form, so there is no H3 flux or discrete B2 Wilson surfaces, then we can
turn on a general C1 Wilson line by setting
C1 = cadξ
a , C3 = −Bbg2 ∧ C1 (6.4)
on the fundamental domain. The solutions of caM
a
b = cb correspond to continuous Wilson
lines, while discrete Wilson lines obey
caM
a
b − cb ∈
√
2πZ . (6.5)
Turning on a discrete Wilson line in this way does not affect the field strengths.
If Bbg2 does generate H3 flux, then we can turn on a discrete C1 Wilson line on a ZN
cycle only if C1 ∧H3 is globally defined. In appendix C we show that the contribution of
this piece to the 4-form flux is quantized according to
√
2
∫
C1 ∧H3 ∈ (2π)
3
N
Z . (6.6)
Next, consider massive IIA. We can turn on B2 Wilson surfaces by setting
B2 = babdξ
a ∧ dξb (6.7)
on the fundamental domain. Solutions of MT bM = b correspond to globally defined forms,
and therefore to continuous B2 degrees of freedom, while discrete Wilson surfaces obey
b˜ab ≡ (MT bM − b)ab ∈ (2π)2Z . (6.8)
Let us now assume that both Cbg1 and B
bg
2 are globally defined. By considering the effect
of the B2 gauge transformation on C1 and C3, one finds the following additional necessary
conditions to turning on a discrete B2,
m0bab ∈
√
2πZ , (6.9)
m0(M
T bM)abb˜cddξ
a ∧ dξb ∧ dξc ∧ dξd = 0 . (6.10)
The first condition implies that a discrete B2 Wilson surface obeys
m0
∫
B2 ∈
√
2πZ . (6.11)
If m0B2∧B2 is globally defined, then it will contribute to F˜4 a piece m02 B2∧B2. When B2
is a sum of two discrete Wilson surfaces of ranks N,M , where B2 ∧B2 is globally defined,
then the flux contribution can take values in
√
2
∫
m0
2
B2 ∧B2 ∈ (2π)
3
gcd(N,M)
Z . (6.12)
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7 Example: twisted torus with O6 planes
In this section we consider the problem of moduli stabilization in Type IIA supergravity,
when the internal manifold M is a twisted torus with a specific monodromy. We include
an orientifold 6-plane that wraps the base circle, as well as KK5 branes and general fluxes.
We do not consider D-branes or orbifolds, which generally lead to additional moduli that
may be difficult to stabilize. We compute the general effective potential of the dilaton and
the diagonal metric moduli LA with these ingredients. We neglect the backreaction of the
localized sources, as well as contributions from KK modes.
The monodromy of the twisted torus is M = eX , where
X =


0 x12
0
0 x34 x35
0 x45
0

 . (7.1)
The other components of X vanish. We demand that
xij 6= 0 and x12, x34, x45, x35 + x34x45
2
∈ Z . (7.2)
The last condition ensures that M is an integer matrix. On the manifold we have a global
frame {θA} of 1-forms given by (2.2), and we take the metric to be (2.4)
g(6) = L
2
z(θ
z)2 +
n∑
a=1
L2a(θ
a)2 . (7.3)
7.1 De Rham cohomology
In this section we write down the cohomologies with real coefficients of the twisted torus
M. The calculation is straightforward, and we illustrate it for the first cohomology.
The global frame (2.2) on M is given by
θz = dz , θ1 = dξ1 + x12zdξ
2 , θ2 = dξ2 ,
θ3 = dξ3 + x34zdξ
4 +
(
x35z +
x34x45
2
z2
)
dξ5 ,
θ4 = dξ4 + x45zdξ
5 , θ5 = dξ5 . (7.4)
Differentiating these forms, we find
dθ1 = x12θ
zθ2 , dθ4 = x45θ
zθ5 ,
dθ2 = 0 , dθ5 = 0 ,
dθ3 = θz(x34θ
4 + x35θ
5) , dθz = 0 . (7.5)
Notice that a form that contains a θz factor is always closed, while a closed form that does
not contain a θz factor is always non-trivial (non-exact). We see that the first cohomology is
H1(M,R) = Span{θz, θ2, θ5} . (7.6)
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Eqs. (7.5) also tell us which 2-forms are exact. To find the second cohomology, com-
pute d(θaθb) and identify which combinations are closed. Proceeding in this way, one
can compute all the higher cohomologies, and here we write down the result in terms of
harmonic representatives.
H2(M,R) = Span
{
θzθ1, θzθ3, θ1θ2, θ2θ5, θ4θ5, x45θ
1θ5 − x12θ2θ4
}
, (7.7)
H3(M,R) = Span
{
θzθ1θ2, θzθ1θ3, θzθ3θ4, x34θ
zθ2θ3 − x12θzθ1θ4,
θ1θ2θ5, θ2θ4θ5, θ3θ4θ5, x34θ
1θ4θ5 − x12θ2θ3θ5
}
, (7.8)
H4(M,R) = Span
{
θzθ1θ2θ3, θzθ1θ3θ4, θzθ3θ4θ5,
x45θ
zθ2θ3θ4 − x12θzθ1θ3θ5, θ1θ2θ4θ5, θ2θ3θ4θ5
}
, (7.9)
H5(M,R) = Span
{
θzθ1θ2θ3θ4, θzθ1θ3θ4θ5, θ1θ2θ3θ4θ5
}
, (7.10)
H6(M,R) = Span
{
θzθ1θ2θ3θ4θ5
}
. (7.11)
7.2 Orientifold planes
As explained in the introduction, it is useful to introduce orientifold planes in order to stabi-
lize the dilaton with a positive cosmological constant. We will divide by O = Ωp(−1)FLT
where Ωp is worldsheet parity, (−1)FL is the spacetime fermion number of left-moving
modes, and T is the following spacetime parity transformation.13,14
T : (xµ, z, ξ1, ξ2, ξ3, ξ4, ξ5)→ (xµ, z, ξ1, ξ2,−ξ3,−ξ4,−ξ5) . (7.13)
The projection introduces NO6 = 8 O6-planes (counted in the fundamental domain). They
are extended in spacetime and in the directions z, ξ1, ξ2, and are localized at ξ3, ξ4, ξ5 ∈
{0, 12}. (From now on we will use the separate notation α, β, . . .∈{1, 2} and i, j, . . .∈{3, 4, 5}
for the two kinds of fibre directions.)
To see which field modes survive the orientifold, we need to work out the transforma-
tions of the bosonic fields under the orientifold action, and specifically their transformations
under worldsheet parity Ωp. As can be easily seen from the worldsheet action, the metric
is Ωp-even while B2 is Ωp-odd.
For the RR fields we can start with Type I theory which includes C2, its dual C6,
and O9 planes [54]. We then T-dualize in the directions ξ3,4,5 to get to our O6-plane
configuration, and see which RR field modes survive the orientifold. For example, under
13In order not to ruin the inflaton brane’s motion, we would like the orientifold plane to be extended in
dz, so T should not act on z. It is easy to check that any orthogonal transformation T that commutes with
both X and L is a well-defined isometry on the manifold.
14The factor (−1)FL is included to ensure that O2 = 1 [53]. Indeed, the parity transformation T acts on
a fermion ψ as ψ → Γψ(Tx) where Γ = γ3γ4γ5, and Γ2 = −1. Therefore T 2 = (−1)F , where (−1)F is the
spacetime fermion number. We now see that
O2 = Ω2T 2(−1)FL+FR = (−1)F (−1)FL+FR = 1 . (7.12)
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this duality the Type I mode Cµνρ345 maps to the mode Cµνρ, which implies that the 3-form
field C3 has even worldsheet parity. By mapping the other modes one finds that the p-form
gauge potential Cp has worldsheet parity (−1)(p+1)/2. The worldsheet parities of the field
strengths are
H3(−) , m0(+) , F˜2(−) , F˜4(+) , F˜6(−) , F˜8(+) , F˜10(−) . (7.14)
The parity of m0 can be determined from the relation m0 = ∗F˜10.
7.3 Fluxes
The gauge-invariant field strengths H3,F˜p can support fluxes, which are elements of the
de Rham cohomology. The fluxes that survive the orientifold projection, according to the
signs (7.14), are
H3 = (2π)
2
[
hz13θ
zθ1θ3 + h125θ
1θ2θ5 + h345θ
3θ4θ5
+ hz23
gcd(x12, x34)
x212 + x
2
34
(
x34θ
zθ2θ3 − x12θzθ1θ4
)]
, (7.15)
F˜2 =
2π√
2
[
fz3θ
zθ3 + f25θ
2θ5 +
f15
gcd(x12, x45)
(
x45θ
1θ5 − x12θ2θ4
)]
, (7.16)
F˜4 =
(2π)3√
2
[
fz134θ
zθ1θ3θ4 + f1245θ
1θ2θ4θ5
+ fz234
gcd(x12, x45)
x212 + x
2
45
(
x45θ
zθ2θ3θ4 − x12θzθ1θ3θ5
)]
, (7.17)
F˜6 =
(2π)5√
2
f6θ
zθ1θ2θ3θ4θ5 , (7.18)
m0 =
1√
22π
f0 . (7.19)
Note that turning on F˜6 = ∗F˜4 is equivalent to turning on an F˜4 flux that is polarized
along the spacetime directions.
The flux quantization conditions (4.10) on the twisted torus (before taking the orien-
tifold) imply that the coefficients above are all integers. For example, if we integrate H3
over the cycle Σ345 dual to θ
3θ4θ5 (this is most easily done by embedding this cycle at
z = 0), we find
∫
Σ345
H3 = (2π)
2h345
∫ 1
0
dξ3dξ4dξ5 = (2π)2h345 =⇒ h345 ∈ Z . (7.20)
To show the quantization of the F˜2 ∼ θzθ3 flux, first notice that the cycle σ3 that wraps
the ξ3 direction is invariant under the monodromy. We can therefore construct a cycle that
wraps both this direction and z, and it is easy to check that
∫
θzθ3 = 1 on this cycle. The
condition for the flux F˜4 ∼ x45θzθ2θ3θ4 − x12θzθ1θ3θ5 can be worked out in a similar way
by constructing the dual cycle. Alternatively, we can use Poincare´ duality and compute
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∫
F˜4 ∧ ω2, where ω2 represents an element of the cohomology with integer coefficients. In
our case the relevant choice is
ω2 =
x45θ
1θ5 − x12θ2θ4
gcd(x12, x45)
, (7.21)
which indeed has an integer period on any cycle.
We mention in passing that, as explained in section 6, turning on a discrete B2 Wilson
surface such that −m2 B2 ∧ B2 is a globally defined form can lead to a non-integer shift
to the F˜4 flux. In our case we can shift the f1245 flux by gcd
−1(x12, x45) (cf. (6.12)) by
turning on
B2 = (2π)
2
(
q
x12
dξ1 ∧ dξ5 + r
x45
dξ2 ∧ dξ4
)
, q, r ∈ Z . (7.22)
Notice that this configuration survives the orientifold projection. The smallest shift we can
achieve depends on f0, which must satisfy the additional conditions
f0q
x12
,
f0r
x45
∈ Z . (7.23)
For simplicity we will therefore keep f0 general and f1245 an integer.
This is the situation on the cover space. As explained in [53], after taking the orientifold
we have additional (possibly unorientable) cycles, such as
z = ξ1 = ξ2 = 0 , 0 ≤ ξ3, ξ4 < 1 , 0 ≤ ξ5 < 1
2
. (7.24)
Integrating H3 over this cycle leads to the stronger condition h345 ∈ 2Z. In [53] it was
shown that we can evade this restriction, by including ‘half-unit’ flux contributions that
are localized at the orientifold planes. This allows us to turn on the same fluxes on the
orientifold as we do on the cover space.
Note, however, that such localized flux contributions are proportional to delta func-
tions, and lead to singular contributions to the supergravity action,
∫ |H3|2 ∼ ∫ δ2. There-
fore, for the purpose of computing the effective potential within the supergravity approx-
imation, we must use the more restrictive conditions that come from integrating over the
halved orientifold space. These are
hABC , fAB, fABCD, f6 ∈ 2Z , f0 ∈ Z . (7.25)
7.4 Tadpole cancellation
As explained in appendix B, fluxes must obey tadpole cancellation conditions. This is
simply the statement that the total charge (coming from D-branes, O-planes, and fluxes)
must cancel on a compact manifold. In our case the O6-planes generate a tadpole for the
C7 field, and we will cancel this tadpole by turning on fluxes. (We could also introduce
D6-branes to cancel part of the charge, but they would introduce additional moduli that
may be difficult to stabilize.) The relevant part of the O6-plane action (4.7) is
√
2µ˜p
∫
w.v.
C7 =
√
2µ˜p
∫
C7 ∧ ∗J7 , (7.26)
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where J7 is the orientifold plane’s charge density. In our case,
∗J7 =
∑
ξi
(0)
∈{0, 1
2
}
δ3
(
ξi − ξi(0)
)
θ3θ4θ5 . (7.27)
The C7 equation of motion reads (see (B.30))
dF˜2 +m0H3 +
√
2µ˜6κ
2
10 ∗ J7 . (7.28)
Integrating over any cycle, we find the condition
m0
∫
H3 +
√
2µ˜6κ
2
10
∫
∗J7 = 0 . (7.29)
If we perform the integral over the cycle (7.24) that is defined on the quotient space, we
find the condition
f0h345 = 4NO6 = 32 . (7.30)
If we integrate over any other orthogonal cycle, we will find that
∫
H3 = 0, and therefore
we let
H3 = (2π)
2h345θ
3θ4θ5 . (7.31)
The remaining tadpole conditions (B.31) are of the form
∫
H3 ∧ F˜p = 0 for p = 2, 4, 6.
They do not lead to additional constraints because the allowed RR fluxes all vanish when
multiplied by H3.
7.5 Kaluza-Klein monopoles
We introduce Kaluza-Klein 5-branes [52] that are charged under an isometry direction, are
extended in spacetime, and wrap a 2-cycle in the internal manifold. The effective potential
for these objects is written in (4.21).
To find the isometries, notice that the cover space of our manifold is a group manifold
G, and therefore has at least 6 isometries. Five of the Killing vectors are given by ∂∂ξa ,
and an additional one overlaps with ∂∂z . The isometries of our manifold correspond to the
subgroup of G that commutes with the lattice group by which we are dividing. The vectors
that point in the fibre directions must be invariant under the monodromy, namely they
should satisfy
∂
∂ξa
=
∂
∂ξb
M ba . (7.32)
The additional vector is not invariant under translations in the fibre direction, and does
not survive the projection. Our manifold therefore has two isometries in general, given by
the globally-defined Killing vectors ∂
∂ξ1
and ∂
∂ξ3
.
It turns out that the corresponding cycles Σ1 and Σ3 (those that wind around the
directions ξ1 and ξ3) are torsion classes: they each become trivial when we wind them
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several times. This can be seen by computing the integer homology H1(M,Z), which is
written down for a general twisted torus in section A.2. In our case the homology contains
the relations
x12Σ1 ∼= 0 , x34Σ3 ∼= 0 . (7.33)
A KK5 brane that wraps a torsion cycle is not a source of dynamical gauge bosons, because
if we take enough copies of it then the cycle it wraps will become trivial. We can therefore
introduce such KK5 branes without having to worry about canceling their total charge on
the compact manifold.
As discussed in [9], there may be topological restrictions on the number of KK5 branes
in such a setting; we will not go into such details here. We also mention in passing that
one may similarly include NS5 branes that wrap a torsion 2-cycle, and such branes would
again not act as sources of dynamical gauge bosons.
7.5.1 Orientifold projection
A KK5 brane is T-dual to an NS5 brane, if we perform the T-duality in the direction of
the charge cycle. To see which KK5 branes survive the orientifold projection, we can work
out the NS5 branes that survive in the dual frame.
The twisted tori we are considering have simple properties under T-duality. For ex-
ample, if we T-dualize our manifold (with the monodromy (7.1)) along ∂
∂ξ3
, the result is
another twisted torus with modified monodromy,
X 7→ X ′ =


0 x12
0
0 0 0
0 x45
0

 , (7.34)
and with some background H3 flux. This can be seen by applying Buscher’s rules [55] to
our metric (2.4).15 More generally, if the monodromy has an n× n upper-triangular block
with ones on the diagonal, then T-duality on the first coordinate of the block ‘untwists’ it,
leading to a 1× 1 block plus an (n− 1)× (n− 1) block in the dual monodromy.
After T-dualizing in ∂
∂ξ3
we have O7 planes that are localized in ξ4, ξ5. NS5 branes in
this frame couple to a B6 gauge field, which is the electric-magnetic dual of the B2 field.
Both fields have the same odd parity under worldsheet parity. Therefore, the surviving
space-filling NS5 branes correspond to 2-cycles that are odd under ξ4,5 → −ξ4,5. Denoting
the global frame of the dual manifold by θ′A, the odd (non-torsion) 2-cycles correspond to
θ′zθ′4 ,
x45θ
′1θ′5 − x12θ′2θ′4
gcd(x12, x45)
, θ′2θ′5 , θ′3θ′5 . (7.35)
Now, wrap an NS5 brane around one of these cycles and T-dualize again along ∂
∂ξ3
to get
a KK5 brane. The cycle θ′3θ′5 cannot be used because it is not orthogonal to the isometry
direction. The cycle θ′zθ′4 becomes trivial in the dual torus.
15See the appendix of [56] for a summary of the rules in our conventions.
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We find that the surviving KK5 branes that wrap non-torsion cycles, with charge along
∂
∂ξ3
, are those that wrap a combination of θ2θ5 and (x45θ
1θ5 − x12θ2θ4)/ gcd(x12, x45). If
we choose to include such branes then their charge will have to be canceled by including
also anti-branes, but in the effective potential we are only sensitive to the total number of
branes plus anti-branes. Notice that the cycles we have found are all the 2-cycles in the
original cohomology (7.7) that are odd under the orientifold ξ3,4,5 → −ξ3,4,5, except for
θzθ3. We could also introduce KK5 branes that wrap torsion cycles that are odd under
the orientifold, as was done in [9]. As explained above, such branes do not generate a net
charge, and therefore do not need to be accompanied by anti-branes.
Next, to study KK5 branes with charge along ∂
∂ξ1
we T-dualize along this direction.
The 2× 2 block in the monodromy becomes trivial, and we have O5-planes that are local-
ized in ξ1,3,4,5. The odd 2-cycles in this dual manifold are θ′zθ′1, θ′zθ′3, θ′1θ′2, θ′2θ′5. The
surviving KK5 branes in the original frame, with charge along ∂
∂ξ1
, can therefore wrap a
combination of θzθ3 and θ2θ5. We again dropped cycles that are not orthogonal to the
charge direction.
7.6 General effective potential
Collecting our results, and using the potential contributions (4.17), (4.19), (4.21), we find
that the general effective potential (4.16) in this class of models is given by
U = ag2 + bg3 + cg4 , (7.36)
a =
x212
2
L21
L2zL
2
2
+
x234
2
L23
L2zL
2
4
+
x235
2
L23
L2zL
2
5
+
x245
2
L24
L2zL
2
5
++8π4h23
1
L23L
2
4L
2
5
+NKKz3
L1
L2L4L5
+NKK25
L1
LzL3L4
+
N˜KK15
|gcd(x12, x45)|
(
|x45| L3
LzL2L4
+ |x12| L3
LzL1L5
)
+ N˜KK25
L3
LzL1L4
, (7.37)
b = −4πNO6
√
LzL1L2
L3L4L5
, (7.38)
c = 2π2
{
f2z3
L1L2L4L5
LzL3
+ f225
LzL1L3L4
L2L5
+
f215
gcd2(x12, x45)
(
x245
LzL2L3L4
L1L5
+ x212
LzL1L3L5
L2L4
)}
+ 25π6
{
f2z134
L2L5
LzL1L3L4
+
f2z234 gcd
2(x12, x45)
(x212 + x
2
45)
2
(
x245
L1L5
LzL2L3L4
+ x212
L2L4
LzL1L3L5
)
+ f21245
LzL3
L1L2L4L5
}
+ 29π10f26
1
LzL1L2L3L4L5
+
f20
8π2
LzL1L2L3L4L5 . (7.39)
Here, the number of O6 planes is NO6 = 8. The coefficients f0 and h3 are related by (7.30),
and the flux quantization conditions are given by (7.25).
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NKK and N˜KK count KK5 branes (including anti-branes) with charge along ∂
∂ξ1
and
∂
∂ξ3
, respectively. The subscripts denote the cycle each brane wraps, in obvious notation.
Those branes that do not wind around the base circle are localized at z = 0. All these
branes either wrap a cycle on the fibre, or wrap the base circle and an orthogonal direction,
and therefore their volumes (in the volume-minimizing embedding) are trivial to compute.
We did not include the contributions from the additional moduli that the branes introduce.
It is easy to see that the determinant ∆ = 4ac/b2 runs away at large Lz, which is
consistent with our conclusion from section 5. This rules out vacua with parametrically
small cosmological constant in this class of models, but does not rule out de Sitter vacua
in general. We have searched for such vacua, but did not find any.
8 Discussion
In this note we attempted to make progress toward the construction of de Sitter vacua
and of large field inflation models in string theory. We classified the inflaton power-law
potentials that arise from letting branes roll around twisted torus backgrounds, and found
a variety of such potentials with powers smaller than 2. This classification may be used as
a starting point for constructing new models of large field inflation, along the lines of [1].
We showed that a large class of twisted torus compactifications, in which orientifold
planes and D-branes all wrap the base circle, cannot lead to de Sitter solutions with para-
metrically small cosmological constant. It will be interesting to try and construct solutions
that evade this no-go result, for example by using orientifold planes that are orthogonal to
the base circle. (Perhaps the simplest option is to orientifold by (z, ξ) → (−z,Oξ) where
O is a linear reflection operator that satisfied {O,X} = 0.) When using such models as
backgrounds for brane inflation, one must make sure that the image inflaton branes are
sufficiently separated in the transverse directions, so as not to ruin the inflaton potential.
We hope that the detailed example of section 7 can serve as a useful starting point for such
an investigation.
Finally, we considered the role that discrete Wilson lines can play in moduli sta-
bilization on general manifolds, and in particular on twisted tori. We found that such
contributions are restricted by gauge invariance. The allowed contributions are similar to
F˜4 flux, except that on twisted tori these contributions can take fractional values according
to (6.6), (6.12). This property may be useful in moduli stabilization, because it extends
the allowed choices of discrete parameters. It will be interesting to understand whether
the same fractional values are allowed on general manifolds, and we plan to return to this
question in the future [57].
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A Twisted torus geometry
In this appendix we continue the discussion of section 2, giving additional details on the
geometry of twisted tori.
A.1 Riemannian geometry
The metric is given by (2.4). It is convenient to define a rescaled global frame θ˜A ≡ LAθA,
which is a vielbein of the metric (the θA were defined in (2.2)). These forms obey a
Cartan equation of the form (2.3), with structure constants f˜ CAB =
LC
LALB
f CAB . Their
non-vanishing components are
f˜ abz = −f˜ azb =
La
LbLz
Xab . (A.1)
The spin connection is given by
ωaz = −ωza =
1
2
(f˜ abz + f˜
b
az )θ˜
b , ωab =
1
2
(f˜ baz − f˜ abz )θ˜z . (A.2)
The curvature 2-form RAB =
1
2R
A
BCD θ˜
C ∧ θ˜D = dωAB + ωAC ∧ ωCB has the following
non-vanishing components.
Rza = −Raz =
1
2
[
f˜ bcz (f˜
a
bz + f˜
b
az ) +
1
2
(f˜ bcz + f˜
c
bz )(f˜
b
az − f˜ abz )
]
θ˜c ∧ θ˜z , (A.3)
Rab =
1
8
[
(f˜ daz + f˜
a
dz )(f˜
c
bz + f˜
b
cz )− (c↔ d)
]
θ˜c ∧ θ˜d . (A.4)
So far we did not assume that X is strictly upper-triangular. With this assumption the
Ricci scalar is given by R = RABAB = −12 f˜ baz f˜ baz , which gives the curvature (2.6).
A.2 Homology with integer coefficients
Let us compute the first homology H1(M,Z). The fundamental group π1(M) is generated
by the identifications (2.1) that define the manifold. Let us denote them by
ta : ξ
a → ξa + 1 , (A.5)
tz : (z, ξ
a)→ (z − 1,Mab ξb) . (A.6)
The group is non-abelian, with commutators [g, h] = g−1h−1gh given by
[ta, tb] = 1 , (A.7)
[ta, tz] = Π
n
b=1(tb)
(M−1−1)ba . (A.8)
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The integer homology is an abelian group, and it can be computed by setting the commu-
tators of the fundamental group to the identity. Let ΣA denote the cycles defined by the
translations tA. The homology H1(M,Z) is then generated by ΣA, up to the relations
n∑
b=1
(M−1 − 1)baΣb ∼= 0 , a = 1, . . . , n . (A.9)
As a simple example, consider a twisted 3-torus with monodromy
M =
(
1 N
0 1
)
, (A.10)
where the fibre has coordinates ξ1, ξ2. On this manifold the cycle that wraps dξ1 is a
torsion cycle of rank N .
B Massive Type IIA supergravity
In this section we review massive Type IIA supergravity [47]. Let us begin by placing
this theory on an orientable, compact manifold, without including branes or fluxes. In the
ordinary formulation, the theory includes a metric G(10), a dilaton φ, a 2-form NS gauge
field B2 with field strength H3, and RR p-form gauge fields C1 and C3. There is also a
mass parameter m0. The bosonic action is (we follow the conventions of [48])
SIIA = Skinetic + SCS ,
Skinetic =
1
2κ210
∫
d10x
√
−G(10)× (B.1)
×
[
e−2φ
(
R(10) + 4(∂µφ)
2 − 1
2
|H3|2
)
− |F˜2|2 − |F˜4|2 −m20
]
,
SCS = − 1
2κ210
∫ [
B2 ∧ dC3 ∧ dC3 − m0
3
B2 ∧B2 ∧B2 ∧ dC3
+
m20
20
B2 ∧B2 ∧B2 ∧B2 ∧B2
]
, (B.2)
where
H3 = dB2 , (B.3)
F˜2 = dC1 +m0B2 , (B.4)
F˜4 = dC3 − C1 ∧H3 − 1
2
m0B2 ∧B2 , (B.5)
and
2κ210 = (2π)
7α′4 , |Fp|2 = 1
p!
Fµ1...µpF
µ1...µp . (B.6)
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The action SIIA and the field strengths H3, F˜2, F˜4 are invariant under the gauge
transformations
δ1B2 = dλ1 , δ1C1 = −m0λ1 , δ1C3 = m0B2 ∧ λ1 ,
δ0C1 = dΛ0 , δ0C3 = −B2 ∧ dΛ0 ,
δ2C3 = dΛ2 . (B.7)
The field strengths H3 and F˜p are, therefore, the natural gauge-invariant objects that can
support fluxes.
B.1 The dual field strengths
Let us compute the dual field strengths F˜6 = ∗F˜4, F˜8 = ∗F˜2. The Bianchi identities for
the dual field strengths are given by the equations of motion of C3 and C1. The part of
the action that contributes to these equations is16
− 1
2κ210
∫ [
F˜2 ∧ ∗F˜2 + F˜4 ∧ ∗F˜4 +B2 ∧ F4 ∧ F4 − m0
3
B2 ∧B2 ∧B2 ∧ F4
]
. (B.8)
Varying the action with respect to C3, we have
δS =
1
κ210
∫
δC3 ∧ d
[
∗ F˜4 +B2 ∧ F4 − m0
6
B2 ∧B2 ∧B2
]
. (B.9)
Notice that d(B2 ∧ F4) = d(C3 ∧H3), so the equation of motion can be written as
d
[
∗ F˜4 + C3 ∧H3 − m0
6
B2 ∧B2 ∧B2
]
= 0 . (B.10)
Its solution is
F˜6 ≡ ∗F˜4 = dC5 − C3 ∧H3 + m0
6
B2 ∧B2 ∧B2 . (B.11)
Next, vary the action (B.8) with respect to C1.
δS =
1
κ210
∫
δC1 ∧ d
[
∗ F˜2 + C5 ∧H3 + m0
24
B2 ∧B2 ∧B2 ∧B2
]
. (B.12)
Solving the equation of motion, we find
F˜8 ≡ ∗F˜2 = dC7 − C5 ∧H3 − m0
24
B2 ∧B2 ∧B2 ∧B2 . (B.13)
16In our conventions [58], Fp ∧ ∗Fp = d10x
√−G(10)|Fp|2.
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B.2 Democratic formulation
The democratic formulation of supergravity is a pseudo-action that involves B2, the RR
gauge fields, and their electric-magnetic duals [59, 60]. This pseudo-action can be used
to derive the RR equations of motion and Bianchi identities of ordinary supergravity,
but it includes an over-counting of degrees of freedom that must be removed by applying
additional constraints.
In this section we write down the democratic formulation of massive Type
IIA supergravity without any background fluxes. Our starting point are the field
strengths (B.4), (B.5) and their duals (B.11), (B.13). We also have F˜0 = −m0 and its
dual F˜10 = ∗F˜0. We can summarize these equations as
F˜p = dCp−1 − Cp−3 ∧H3 − 1
(p/2)!
m0(−B2)p/2 , p = 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 . (B.14)
For F˜10 this relation holds trivially: since it is a top form, the additional terms can be
swallowed into dC9, at least locally. The field strengths are related by
∗F˜p = F˜10−p . (B.15)
It is easy to check using (B.14), (B.15) that the field strengths satisfy the equations of
motion (Bianchi identities)
dF˜p +H3 ∧ F˜p−2 = 0 , (B.16)
where forms with negative rank vanish by definition.
We now write down the democratic formulation of the theory. Working in the algebra
of forms (allowing the sum of forms with different ranks), let us define
C = C1 + C3 + C5 + C7 + C9 , (B.17)
F˜ = F˜0 + F˜2 + F˜4 + F˜6 + F˜8 + F˜10 . (B.18)
The field strengths (B.14) can now be written as
F˜ = dC − C ∧H3 −m0e−B2 . (B.19)
The field strengths are invariant under the gauge transformations δλF˜ = δΛF˜ = 0, where
the gauge fields transform as
δλB2 = dλ1 , δλC = −m0e−B2λ1 , (B.20)
δΛB2 = 0 , δΛC = e
−B2dΛ , Λ =
n=4∑
n=0
Λ2n . (B.21)
These transformations generalize (B.7). Let us define the democratic pseudo-action,
Sdem. = − 1
2κ210
∫
F˜ ∧ ∗F˜ = − 1
2κ210
∫ 5∑
n=0
F˜p ∧ ∗F˜p . (B.22)
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This should be interpreted as an action of all the gauge potentials in C. It is easy to see
that this action reproduces the equations of motion (B.16), which can be written as
dF˜ +H3 ∧ F˜ = 0 . (B.23)
The pseudo-action is not a full action because it over-counts the number of degrees of
freedom. Indeed, after deriving the equations of motion we must reduce the number of
degrees of freedom by imposing the constraints (B.15), which we write as
∗F˜ = F˜ . (B.24)
B.3 Fluxes and tadpole cancellation
H3 and F˜p are the gauge-invariant field strengths, so they may support background fluxes.
The fluxes are quantized according to (setting α′ = 1)∫
H3 = 2κ
2
10µ5h3 = (2π)
2h3 , h3 ∈ Z ,
√
2
∫
F˜p = 2κ
2
10µ8−pfp = (2π)
p−1fp , fp ∈ Z . (B.25)
These conditions determine the normalization of the U(1) gauge transforma-
tions (B.20), (B.21). Given gauge parameters λ1, Λp, the corresponding group elements
g ∈ U(1) are given by
g(λ1) = exp
(
i
2π
∫
λ1
)
, g(Λp) = exp
( √
2i
(2π)p
∫
Λp
)
. (B.26)
These can be computed, for example, by explicitly constructing the non-trivial bundle that
gives flux on a torus.
Not all combinations of quantized background fluxes are allowed. As the Bianchi
identities (B.16) show, certain combinations of field strengths act as magnetic sources for
other gauge fields. Such sources must cancel when integrated over compact cycles. Indeed,
let us integrate the Bianchi identity (B.16) for F˜p+2 over a (p+ 3)-cycle,∫
dF˜p+2 +
∫
H3 ∧ F˜p = 0 . (B.27)
Since F˜p+2 is gauge-invariant under (B.20), (B.21), it is a globally-defined form on the
manifold. The first term in (B.27) therefore vanishes, and we are left with∫
H3 ∧ F˜p = 0 , p = 0, 2, 4, 6 . (B.28)
These are the so-called tadpole cancellation conditions in the absence of additional
brane sources.
When turning on fluxes the CS piece of the action (B.2) receives certain corrections [48],
while the kinetic piece is unchanged. Fluxes can be added to the field strengths indepen-
dently of the gauge fields, or they can be added to the gauge fields directly, resulting in
gauge fields that are not globally-defined.
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Now let us introduce p-branes (these can be D-branes or O-planes) with coupling to
the RR fields given by
Sp =
√
2µ
∫
w.v.
Cp+1 + · · · =
√
2µ
∫
Cp+1 ∧ ∗Jp+1 + · · · . (B.29)
Here Jp+1 is the charge density. The terms we are omitting involve RR gauge fields of
lower rank. They will not be important for our purposes, though in general they can
affect the Bianchi identities [49, 61]. Adding this contribution to the action, the Bianchi
identities (B.23) become
dF˜ +H3 ∧ F˜ +
√
2µκ210 ∗ J = 0 , (B.30)
where J is the sum of charge densities for all the branes. Integrating this over a cycle, we
find the tadpole cancellation conditions∫
H3 ∧ F˜ +
√
2µκ210
∫
∗J = 0 . (B.31)
C Discrete Wilson lines on twisted tori
In this section we work out the detailed conditions for turning on discrete Wilson lines in
Type IIA supergravity on twisted tori. We illustrate the conditions via several examples.
C.1 Flat C1 connections
Consider massive IIA supergravity on a twisted torus with monodromy M , with field
strengths (4.3), (4.4), (4.5). Start with a general background configuration Cbg1 , B
bg
2 ,
Cbg3 for the gauge fields, assuming for now that B
bg
2 is a globally defined form, so
there is no H3 flux. Let us turn on a general Wilson line (flat connection) by setting
Ctotal1 = C
bg
1 + C1, where
C1 = cadξ
a + czdz (C.1)
in the fundamental domain z, ξa ∈ [0, 1), and ca,cz are real coefficients. The map f(z, ξ) =
(z − 1,Mξ) defines the twisted torus identification when going around the base circle.
Ordinary, continuous Wilson lines, which are flat connections on a trivial gauge bundle,
are given by those forms that are invariant under f ,
C1 = f
∗C1 ⇐⇒ cadξa = caMabdξb . (C.2)
It is easy to see that the space of continuous Wilson lines is spanned by {dz, dξa | dξa = θa},
and we set the corresponding coefficients to zero. Discrete Wilson lines are flat connections
that are periodic up to a non-trivial gauge transformation,
f∗C1 − C1 = (caMab − cb)dξb = dΛ0 . (C.3)
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If we set the gauge parameter to Λ0 = (caM
a
b − cb)ξb, it defines a gauge transformation
exp(
√
2iΛ0) (B.26) that is periodic on the fibre only if
17
caM
a
b − cb ∈
√
2πZ . (C.4)
This is the quantization condition for discrete C1 Wilson lines. Discrete Wilson lines are
also periodic, for the same reason as ordinary Wilson lines: we can shift ca by performing
a gauge transformation C1 → C1 +
√
2πdξa on the fundamental domain.
In an ordinary gauge theory this would be the end of the story, but in supergravity
the gauge transformation (C.3) also affects C3. If we set the total C3 to C
total
3 = C
bg
3 +C3,
then the extra piece should transform as
f∗C3 − C3 = −Bbg2 ∧ dΛ0 . (C.5)
By assumption Bbg2 is globally defined, and therefore we can set
C3 = −Bbg2 ∧ C1 (C.6)
patch-by-patch on the bundle. With this ansatz, we find that all the field strengths are
unchanged. In particular, denoting by Hbg3 and F˜
bg
4 the background field strengths, we
see that
F˜ total4 − F˜ bg4 = dC3 − C1 ∧Hbg3 = 0 . (C.7)
Therefore, in the absence of H3 flux, discrete C1 Wilson lines do not contribute to the
effective potential.
If we introduce H3 flux by adding a non-global piece B
flux
2 to the background (assuming
m0 = 0), then there are two possibilities. If B
flux
2 ∧ dΛ0 vanishes then C3 requires no
modification, and we do not encounter an obstruction to turning on C1 and H3 together.
This analysis is at the level of the gauge transformations. p-form gauge theories have higher-
order gauge transformations (namely, the gauge parameters themselves can undergo gauge
transformations), and taking these into account may reveal an obstruction. Analyzing
these higher-order gauge transformations is beyond the scope of this work. If there are
no additional obstructions, then in this case F˜4 will receive a contribution from the term
C1∧H3. This situation is only possible if C1∧H3 is globally defined (even though C1 is not).
The other possibility is that Bflux2 ∧ dΛ0 6= 0, in which case we will have to add to
C3 a piece −Bflux2 ∧ C1. This piece will generally not be globally defined because of Bflux2 ,
but we may be able to account for this by adding a gauge transformation C3 → C3 + dΛ2.
Here we may face an obstruction, because the gauge transformation defined by Λ2 must be
well-defined (periodic). This will generally lead to a quantization condition involving both
the flux and the discrete Wilson line coefficients. In this case, if we evade the obstruction,
then we find that none of the field strengths are modified by the discrete Wilson line. This
must be the case if C1 ∧H3 does not have a non-trivial globally defined part.
17The peculiar factors of
√
2 are due to our choice of conventions for the RR fields.
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C.2 C1 example
Let us illustrate these ideas with an example. Consider the manifold M× T 3, where M a
twisted 3-torus with monodromy
M =
(
1 N
0 1
)
(C.8)
and coordinates z, ξ1, ξ2, and the coordinates of the 3-torus are ξ3, ξ4, ξ5, with periodicity 1.
On this manifold we can turn on a discrete C1 Wilson line by setting C1 =
√
2π qN dξ
1. The
quantization condition (C.4) reads q ∈ Z, and the Wilson line is periodic under q → q+N .
When Bbg2 is globally defined, we can set C3 as in (C.6) and get a consistent construction
for which all the field strengths vanish.
Now, suppose we turn on a flux
Hbg3 = (2π)
2h dξ2 ∧ dξ3 ∧ dξ4 , h ∈ Z (C.9)
while setting m0 = 0 to cancel the tadpole. We choose the gauge B
bg
2 = (2π)
2h ξ4dξ2∧dξ3.
Notice that the transformation (C.5) of C3 vanishes (here Λ0 =
√
2πqξ2), so we can set
C3 = 0. The field strength is then
F˜4 = −C1 ∧Hbg3 = −
(2π)3√
2
qh
N
dξ1 ∧ dξ2 ∧ dξ3 ∧ dξ4 . (C.10)
As expected, this is a (non-trivial) globally defined form. However, notice that the co-
efficient is not quantized according to the usual condition (4.10). When q ∈ NZ the C1
Wilson line becomes trivial, and then the coefficient is quantized according to (4.10), so
such a flux can be implemented by turning on C3 as usual. Overall, we see that in this
example the field strength can take the discrete values
√
2F˜4 = (2π)
3f˜dξ1 ∧ dξ2 ∧ dξ3 ∧ dξ4 , f˜ ∈ 1
N
Z . (C.11)
Next, let us turn on a different flux
H3 = (2π)
2h dξ3 ∧ dξ4 ∧ dξ5 , h ∈ Z . (C.12)
Now C1 ∧H3 is not globally defined (it is not invariant under f), so we do not expect the
discrete C1 to contribute to F˜4. Choosing the gauge to be B
bg
2 = (2π)
2h ξ3dξ4 ∧ dξ5, the
transformation (C.5) does not not vanish and we set
C3 = −Bbg2 ∧ C1 = c ξ3dξ1 ∧ dξ4 ∧ dξ5 , c = −
(2π)3√
2
qh
N
. (C.13)
This is periodic in ξ3 up to a gauge transformation C3 → C3 + dΛ2, Λ2 = c ξ1dξ4 ∧ dξ5.
This transformation is well defined (see (B.26)) only if
qh
N
∈ Z . (C.14)
This condition is an obstruction to turning on both the C1 Wilson line and the H3 flux. If
this condition is obeyed, we find that all field strengths vanish as expected.
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C.3 Flat B2 connections
Next, we consider discrete B2 Wilson surfaces. For simplicity we will assume that the
background Cbg1 is globally defined, while B
bg
2 and C
bg
3 may include flux potentials. Let us
turn on a general flat connection by setting Btotal2 = B
bg
2 +B2, with
B2 = babdξ
a ∧ dξb + badξa ∧ dz (C.15)
in the fundamental domain. B2 should be invariant under f up to a gauge transformation
B2 → B2 + dλ1.
Consider first the terms that include a dz factor. They must be invariant under f up
to a gauge transformation, namely
b˜adξ
a ∧ dz = dλ1 , b˜a ≡ bbM ba − ba . (C.16)
Note that this gauge transformation occurs on a domain (an intersection of two patches on
the bundle) that does not wrap dz, because it relates B2 and f
∗B2. The equation (C.16)
can be solved by setting λ1 = b˜adξ
az on this domain. The resulting gauge transformation,
after integrating in some direction dξb, is
exp
(
i
2π
∫
λ1
)
= exp
(
i(bc − baMac )z
2π
)
. (C.17)
This does not lead to a quantization condition (even though the bundle is not trivial), and
therefore there are no discrete B2 Wilson lines that involve dz. From now on we set ba = 0.
The condition on B2 is now
f∗B2 −B2 = b˜abdξa ∧ dξb = dλ1 , b˜ ≡MT bM − b . (C.18)
The continuous connections are those that obey b˜ab = 0. The discrete connections live on
a non-trivial bundle with gauge parameter λ1 = b˜abξ
adξb. Demanding periodicity of the
gauge transformation exp
(
i
2pi
∫
λ1
)
on the fibre leads to the quantization condition18
b˜ab = bcdM
c
aM
d
b − bab ∈ (2π)2Z . (C.19)
If m0 vanishes then this defines a consistent gauge bundle, in which the B2 piece does not
affect the field strengths or the potential.19
Now let us assume that m0 6= 0, which implies that there is no H3 flux due to tadpole
cancellation, and therefore Bbg2 is globally defined. In this case we generally have to
introduce corrections Ctotal1 = C
bg
1 +C1 and C
total
3 = C
bg
3 +C3 to account for the fact that
the B2 gauge transformation also affects the RR gauge fields through
f∗C1 − C1 = −m0λ1 ,
f∗C3 − C3 = m0Btotal2 ∧ λ1 . (C.20)
18As we show below, it is possible that different terms in B2 give proportional contributions to dλ1. In
such a case one must quantize each term separately, because different terms correspond to different torsion
classes.
19Here we use the fact that C1 is globally defined. If it was not global, turning on B2 would alter the
gauge transformation C1 → C1 + dΛ0, C3 → C3 −Btotal2 ∧ dΛ0, and could lead to an obstruction.
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Notice that the C3 transformation is well defined, in the sense that it is independent of the
patch on which Btotal2 is evaluated, only if
m0dλ1 ∧ λ1 = 0 . (C.21)
The C1 gauge transformation in (C.20) can be accommodated by setting C1 =
−m0babξadξb. It follows that F˜2 receives no contribution from B2, since dC1 = −m0B2.
This is in accordance with our general argument above.
Now, this configuration (on the fundamental domain) is periodic in the fibre direction
up to additional gauge transformations
C1 → C1 + dΛ(a)0 ,
C3 → C3 −Btotal2 ∧ dΛ(a)0 ,
Λ
(a)
0 = −m0babξb . (C.22)
These, in turn, lead to periodic gauge transformations exp(
√
2iΛ
(a)
0 ) only if m0bab ∈
√
2πZ.
This condition can be written as
f0bab ∈ (2π)2Z , (C.23)
where
√
2m0 = f0/2π, f0 ∈ Z. It follows that for a discrete B2 Wilson surface,
f0
∫
B2 ∈ (2π)2Z . (C.24)
In order to complete the construction we must also account for the gauge transfor-
mations of C3 under λ1 and Λ
(a)
0 . The natural guess is to take C3 = −Btotal2 ∧ C1. This
transforms correctly, as in (C.22), when going around the fibre, but when going around the
base circle we have
f∗C3 − C3 = −Bbg2 ∧ (f∗C1 − C1)− f∗B2 ∧ f∗C1 +B2 ∧ C1
= m0B
bg
2 ∧ λ1 − (f∗B2 −B2) ∧ f∗C1 −B2 ∧ (f∗C1 − C1)
= m0B
total
2 ∧ λ1 − dλ1 ∧ f∗C1 . (C.25)
Compare this with the desired transformation (C.20), which does not include the second
term in the last line. If this term vanishes, namely if
dλ1 ∧ f∗C1 = (f∗B2 −B2) ∧ f∗C1
= −m0ba′b′Ma′aM b
′
b b˜cdξ
adξb ∧ dξc ∧ dξd = 0 , (C.26)
then we are done. Otherwise, if it is merely closed, then we can try to remove it with an
additional gauge transformation C3 → C3 + dΛ2. Using dC1 = −m0B2, the condition of
being closed is equivalent to
m0(f
∗B2 −B2) ∧ f∗B2 = 0 . (C.27)
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We now make use of the condition (C.21), which implies that
m0dλ1 ∧ dλ1 = m0(f∗B2 −B2) ∧ (f∗B2 −B2) = 0 . (C.28)
Combining the two conditions, we see that m0f
∗(B2 ∧ B2) = m0B2 ∧ B2, namely that
m0B2 ∧B2 is necessarily a globally defined form, as we anticipated.
To summarize, a discrete flat connection of the form B2 = babdξ
a ∧ dξb, subject to the
quantization (C.19) and in the absence of H3 and F˜2 flux, can be turned on if the condi-
tions (C.23) and (C.26) are satisfied. (If (C.26) is not satisfied but dλ1∧f∗dC1 = 0, it may
still be possible to turn the connection on, with an additional C3 gauge transformation.)
The corrections to the RR gauge fields are given by
C1 = −m0babξadξb , C3 = −Btotal2 ∧ C1 (C.29)
in the fundamental domain. The field strengths H3 and F˜2 receive no contribution from
the discrete connection, but F˜4 can receive a contribution. Indeed,
F˜ total4 − F˜ bg4 = dC3 − C1 ∧Hbg3 −m0Bbg2 ∧B2 −
m0
2
B2 ∧B2
= −(Bbg2 +B2) ∧ dC1 −m0Bbg2 ∧B2 −
m0
2
B2 ∧B2
=
m0
2
B2 ∧B2 . (C.30)
The possible caveat regarding higher-order gauge transformations, mentioned above, ap-
plies here as well. Such transformations can lead to additional obstructions.
C.4 B2 example
We conclude this discussion with two examples of flat B2 connections, taking the manifold
to be a twisted 4-torus with monodromy
M =


1 N 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 N
0 0 0 1

 . (C.31)
Consider the form
B2 = (2π)
2rdξ1 ∧ dξ3 . (C.32)
We see that
f∗B2 −B2 = (2π)2Nr
(
dξ1 ∧ dξ4 + dξ2 ∧ dξ3 +Ndξ2 ∧ dξ4) , (C.33)
Notice that dλ1 ∧ f∗C1 is not closed. Indeed,
dλ1 ∧ f∗dC1 = −m0(f∗B2 −B2) ∧ f∗B2 = (2π)4m0N2r2dξ1 ∧ dξ2 ∧ dξ3 ∧ dξ4 . (C.34)
Therefore, according to the discussion around (C.26), this connection cannot be turned on
when m0 6= 0.
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Next, consider
B2 = (2π)
2r(dξ1 ∧ dξ4 + dξ2 ∧ dξ3) . (C.35)
Notice that B2 ∧ B2 is globally defined, so we expect this connection to contribute to F˜4.
The quantization conditions follow from
f∗(dξ1 ∧ dξ4)− dξ1 ∧ dξ4 = f∗(dξ2 ∧ dξ3)− dξ2 ∧ dξ3 = Ndξ2 ∧ dξ4 . (C.36)
Notice that both terms in B2 make the same contribution to f
∗B2 − B2, but we must
quantize each separately because each term corresponds to a different ZN torsion cycle.
Therefore, the conditions (C.19) and (C.23) correspond to
Nr ∈ Z , f0r ∈ Z . (C.37)
To satisfy the gauge transformation (C.20), we set
C1 = (2π)
2m0r(ξ
3dξ2 − ξ1dξ4) . (C.38)
It is easy to see that (f∗B2 − B2) ∧ f∗C1 = 0, and therefore setting C3 as in (C.29) gives
a consistent connection. Finally, using (C.30) we see that the contribution to the 4-form
flux is
√
2
∫
(F˜ total4 − F˜ bg4 ) = (2π)3r2f0 ∈
(2π)3
N
Z . (C.39)
Using discrete Wilson lines, we find that the flux can be shifted by a non-integer amount,
and therefore take on values beyond those allowed by the quantization condition (4.10).
The range of accepted values is the same as what we found in section (C.2).
C.5 Solving the quantization conditions
In this section we solve the quantization conditions for discrete Wilson lines on twisted
tori, and write down the general form for such Wilson lines. This will allow us to compute
the general shift in F˜4 flux due to discrete Wilson lines on such manifolds.
Consider first the condition (C.4) for discrete C1 Wilson lines. Let us write it as a
system of linear equations
Aabcb =
√
2πqa , A =M
T − 1 , qa ∈ Z . (C.40)
We would like to find all solutions of this system for arbitrary q. Note that we are not
interested in the solutions for a given q, but only in the total set of solutions for all
possible choices of q. We can therefore redefine q without loss of generality, as long as the
redefinition is invertible. To solve this system we can perform the following row operations
on the matrix A.
1. Add a row times an integer to a different row. This corresponds to adding an equation
times an integer to another equation, accompanied by a redefinition of q.
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2. Multiply a row by -1.
3. Exchange two rows.
We can also perform the following column operations.
1. Add a column times an integer to a different column. This corresponds to a redefi-
nition ca = c
′
a + kcb where k ∈ Z and a 6= b.
2. Multiply a column by -1, corresponding to a redefinition ca = −c′a.
3. Exchange two columns, corresponding to a redefinition ca ↔ cb.
Using this set of operations, one can reduce A to a diagonal form as follows. Begin by
applying row and column operations such that A11 takes the minimal possible positive
value. It is easy to see that A11 then divides all elements in the first row and first column,
and we can therefore zero out the first row and column except for A11. The claim follows
by induction.
Once A is brought to diagonal form, we find the simplified set of constraints
Nac
′
a ∈
√
2πZ , c′a = ca +
∑
b 6=a
nabcb , (C.41)
where nab ∈ Z. The integer coefficients Na correspond to the ranks of the torsion cycles.
A single discrete C1 Wilson line therefore takes the form
C1 =
√
2π
q
N

dξa +∑
b 6=a
kabdξ
b

 , kab ∈ Z , (C.42)
where q ∈ Z, and N is the rank of the corresponding torsion cycle.
Let us turn on a flux H3 = (2π)
2hω3, where h ∈ Z and ω3 is an element in the
cohomology. Let us assume that C1∧H3 is globally defined and non-trivial, so it contributes
to the F˜4 flux. Within the 4-cycle σ that corresponds to C1 ∧ H3, H3 is a non-trivial 3-
form, and the pullback of C1 into σ should correspond to its Poincare´-dual 1-cycle. This
1-cycle cannot be a torsion cycle within σ, because torsion cycles have zero intersection
numbers. Therefore, the pullback of C1 into σ should be globally defined within σ. But C1
is not invariant under z → z − 1 and therefore σ cannot wrap dz, and H3 cannot include
a dz factor.
Let us localize σ at z = 0. The pullback of ω3 into σ is then a sum of forms dξ
a′dξb
′
dξc
′
with integer coefficients. We now see that the discrete Wilson line contribution to the flux
can take values in
√
2
∫
C1 ∧H3 ∈ (2π)
3
N
Z . (C.43)
Next, let us consider discrete B2 Wilson surfaces. Applying the arguments above to
the quantization condition (C.19), we find that B2 takes the form
B2 = (2π)
2 r
N
(dξi ∧ dξj + · · · ) , (C.44)
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where r ∈ Z, N is the rank of the discrete Wilson surface, and the extra terms are a sum
of forms dξi
′ ∧ dξj′ (different than dξi ∧ dξj) with integer coefficients. For such a discrete
Wilson surface, the condition (C.23) implies that
f0r
N
∈ Z . (C.45)
Now, consider a sum of two discrete Wilson surfaces,
B2 = (2π)
2 r
N
(dξi ∧ dξj + · · · ) + (2π)2 s
M
(dξk ∧ dξl + · · · ) , (C.46)
and assume that B2 ∧ B2 is globally defined. In the previous section we saw that this
contributes a piece to the F˜4 flux, given by (C.30). Integrating this contribution over any
cycle, we find
m0
2
∫
B2 ∧B2 = (2π)
3
√
2
f0rs
NM
∫ (
dξi ∧ dξj ∧ dξk ∧ dξl + · · ·
)
, (C.47)
where the extra terms are a sum of forms dξi
′
dξj
′
dξk
′
dξl
′
with integer coefficients. The
integral therefore evaluates to an integer. As for the coefficient in front, applying (C.45)
to both r and s, we see that NM divides both Nf0rs and Mf0rs. Therefore NM di-
vides gcd(Nf0rs,Mf0rs) = gcd(N,M)f0rs. We find that the discrete B2 Wilson surface
contribution to F˜4 can take values in
m0
2
∫
B2 ∧B2 ∈ (2π)
3
√
2
1
gcd(N,M)
Z . (C.48)
C.6 Combinations of fluxes and flat connections
In the previous sections we considered concrete examples of the general arguments made
in section 6.1. We have not covered all the possible combinations of fluxes and discrete
Wilson lines. Though it is beyond the scope of the present work to consider all such
combinations, the considerations of section 6.1 lead us to expect that such combinations
can only lead to additional obstructions, rather than to new qualitative features beyond
those we already found. We expect to encounter obstructions because backgrounds that
are not globally defined modify the gauge transformations. For example, a choice such as
C3 = −Bbg2 ∧ C1 (C.6) will no longer be sufficient to account for the transformation (C.5)
when Bbg2 is not globally defined, and it may not be possible to evade this problem by
turning on additional gauge transformations C3 → C3 + dΛ2.
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